
SWAY LAYOUTS 

In Sway you can pick from three different layouts to display your content. 

Unlike any other software, in Sway you can change the layout at any time and leave it to 

Sway to make that layout look good. The three layouts are: Vertical, Horizontal, and 

Slideshow. You can also specify whether Sway should use a right-to-left layout. 

Your choice for the layout can enhance its look  or it can be for  a specific function; when 

giving a presentation, you might want to use the slideshow layout, where you move 

through the Sway frame by frame. In this layout you can group content to ensure it fits 

on one slide. For an easier  reading experience, you might use the vertical or horizontal 

layout. Both are optimized for that experience, and they use scrolling, rather than frame-

by-frame movement. 

Sway offers seven core styles that differ in the way content is laid out, in the use of 

decorators, image caption treatment, and in the use of color and textures in the 

background. 

The first row offers a unique style, which combines image filters, bold and sophisticated 

title treatment and backgrounds, a framed image treatment, and is left- aligned. With 

this style you could explore different image treatment that fit the mood of your Sway. 

The second row offers a clean  design, center-aligned text and images, and places images 

one below the other. 

The third row uses sophisticated titles and backgrounds, a framed image and is left-

aligned. In this style, images are positioned side by side, or one under the other, 

depending on available space. 

The fourth row offers a modern design perspective and offers left-aligned text. Image 

layout is optimized to fit available space. 



The fifth row offers  bold design, using a variety of background textures, vivid 

decorators, and interplay between the content and the background. Images are laid out 

in a non-formal manner, giving this style a more personal feel. 

The sixth row  is optimized for photo album scenarios, offers a clean  approach by 

focusing on user content first. It center-aligns text and images, and automatically 

arranges the images in the best possible grid layout. 

The seventh row offers an expressive perspective, using fun backgrounds, text back-

planes and decorators. 

 

If you want to add even more variety to your Sway, go to the Customize style pane 

where you will find a few additional design options. 

If you have a color you really like, and want to use it in your Sway,  add an image with 

that color to your Sway, pick that image in the color inspiration, and Sway will generate 

color palette options for you to pick from. 

in addition, here are three additional functions that Sway offers: The ability to pick from 

other font pairs that better fit your preference or need, the ability to reduce or amplify 

the animation level Sway offers, and the ability to change the text size. 

 


